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I. INTRODUCTION

Our contemporary discussions of discrimination are distorted by the
common tendency to frame claims of inequality as attempts at special pleading
rather than as demands for equal treatment.1 This Article uses a case study,
the criminal prosecution of a student of Chinese origin at a leading
American university, and an allusion to the Jena Six controversy, to show
how easy it is to misunderstand claims of this type—even sympathetically.
These claims can and should be reframed. Once that has been accomplished,
it becomes apparent that many conflicts arise not from novel assertions of
multiculturalism, but from more conventional arguments in favor of similar
treatment for those similarly situated. These problems are more amenable to
resolution if the competing arguments are characterized more accurately,
and even if they continue to be difficult, it is worthwhile for all of us to
comprehend them clearly. They are not about difference but about
sameness.

This Article is descriptive in a manner that is also prescriptive. A better
picture of the world as it is will enable us to create the world as it should be.
The case that is used is illustrative, and it is useful in that it is inconsequential.
The crime was malum prohibitum rather than malum in se.2 It was at
worst the transgression of a practical regulation without great moral stakes;
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1 See, e.g., SHELBY STEELE, WHITE GUILT: HOW BLACKS AND WHITES TOGETHER DE-
stroyed the Promise of the Civil Rights Era (2006); PETER COLLIER & DAVID HOROWITZ,
The Race Card: White Guilt, Black Resentment, and the Assault on Truth and Justice (1997). For responses, see EDUARDO BONILLA-SILVA, RACISM WITHOUT RACISTS:
COLOR-BLIND RACISM AND THE PERSISTENCE OF RACIAL INEQUALITY IN THE UNITED STATES
(2006); MICHAEL K. BROWN ET AL., WHITENASHING RACE: THE MYTH OF A COLOR-BLIND
SOCIETY (2005); and THOMAS M. SHAPIRO, THE HIDDEN COST OF BEING AFRICAN AMERICAN:
HOW WEALTH PERPETUATES INEQUALITY (2005). Walter Benn Michaels has offered a percep-
tive analysis. See WALTER BENN MICHAELS, THE TROUBLE WITH DIVERSITY: HOW WE
LEARNED TO LOVE IDENTITY AND IGNORE INEQUALITY (2006).

2 Malum prohibitum refers to “[a]n act that is a crime merely because it is prohibited by
statute, although the act itself is not necessarily immoral.” BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 978-79
(8th ed. 2004). Malum in se refers to “[a] crime or an act that is inherently immoral, such as
murder, arson, or rape.” Id. at 978.
thus, the conversation may proceed without implicating fundamental principles. In early 2008 at the University of Michigan, Peng Song, an undergraduate student of Chinese heritage, was apprehended for setting a fire in the public space of a dormitory building. Song did not deny the offense; rather, he apologized for the commotion.3

Song explained that he had performed the deed in honor of his recently deceased grandfather, who had raised him.4 In keeping with Chinese funerary customs, he had burnt an offering. His parents had advised him that his late grandfather needed shoes in the afterlife. Thus inspired, he had made a pair of symbolic shoes from cardboard that would be delivered through the ritual.5 After trying to start the fire outside, where the blustery conditions thwarted his efforts, Song retreated indoors to a space he reckoned to be safe.6 The fire triggered an alarm and an evacuation of the building, but there were no physical injuries to any persons and no damage to any property.7 These basic facts are not disputed.8

Despite the goodwill of the police officer who initially came to the scene—one of four who ultimately responded9—and the reputation of the institution for promoting diversity,10 the Ann Arbor prosecutor pressed charges.11 Song was indicted for violation of a misdemeanor civil infraction—namely, violating a University of Michigan Regental Ordinance prohibiting “set[ting] fire upon University property or University buildings except in approved stoves and grills or as otherwise permitted by University officials by a prior writing.”12 Although there was an internal procedure for seeking approval of fires in advance,13 Song did not avail himself of this procedure. His omission is of little importance, since other students simi-
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4 Song interview, supra note 3.

5 Id.; General Incident Report, supra note 3; Narrative/Supplement Report, supra note 3, at 1.

6 Song interview, supra note 3.


8 General Incident Report, supra note 3; Narrative/Supplement Report, supra note 3 (not disputing these basic facts).

9 In litigation defending affirmative action, the University of Michigan presented an aggressive, empirical case for the importance of diversity in higher education. It succeeded in establishing that diversity could be a “compelling state interest.” See Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 307 (2002); Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 246 (2002); see also PATRICIA GURIN ET AL., DEFENDING DIVERSITY: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (2004).

10 Id.


13 Id.
larly failed to obtain approval in comparable cases described later in this Article.

The episode would have been nothing, but for the prosecutor’s decision to use his ample discretion to pursue the case. The defendant had no advance interest in becoming the champion of a cause, but the case subsequently attracted mainstream media coverage.

II. TWO MODELS OF EQUALITY: ASSIMILATION AND MULTICULTURALISM

The Peng Song case shows the failure of public discourse about diversity. Rather than being used as an opportunity to educate both Song and the community, it became an adversarial proceeding that advanced no meaningful societal goal. Public discourse about diversity, whether related to race, religion, culture, or other characteristics, often takes an identifiable adversarial form regardless of the merits: an aggrieved party brings an allegation of unfairness, which the accused party meets in turn with a denial supplemented by counter-allegations of hypersensitivity, political correctness, “playing the race card,” and so on. The discussion degenerates into each side attaching conclusory labels to the other side, attacking their adversary for their intentions, decency, good faith, and overall character. It is an endeavor that is as all around futile as it is frustrating.

These struggles are set against a background, sometimes dubbed the sameness/difference debate, consisting of two schools of thought on equality: assimilation and multiculturalism. They are assumed to be mutually exclusive, both claiming to impart meaning to the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of “the equal protection of the laws.” In many actual disputes, these interpretations are more compatible than might be supposed. Their combination may better advance a progressive vision.

14 The ethical norms governing the bar prohibit discriminatory “bias or prejudice” on the part of attorneys only when the conduct is “knowing.” See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 8.4 cmt. 3; see also Standards for Criminal Justice § 3-3.9 (1993) (discussing “Discretion in the Charging Decision”).


17 An influential book by Martha Minow provides a comprehensive overview of the tension between these models. See Martha Minow, Making All the Difference: Inclusion, Exclusion, and American Law (1991). For additional examination of this subject, see Engaging Cultural Differences: The Multicultural Challenge in Liberal Democracies (Richard A. Shweder et al., eds., 2004).

18 U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
The first school of thought is based on assimilation. It has become the dominant model in jurisprudence. Its central proposition is that, subject to practical constraints, individuals who are the same in relevant respects should be held in the same regard, at a minimum by the government and other entities acting while clothed with official authority. Professors Jacobus tenBroek and Joseph Tussman introduced this logical analysis with an influential article on the Supreme Court internment cases. They argued that a majority of the Justices made a mistake by approving of the wholesale incarceration of approximately 125,000 individuals during World War II, two-thirds of them United States citizens, without any due process—much less findings of guilt—because their Japanese ancestry was perceived to make them more predisposed to commit treason against their homeland, the United States. The Justices were wrong because, simply, they depicted these persons as different from other citizens even though they were the same as other citizens. The citizens of Japanese ancestry were indistinguishable from citizens of other lineage, except by virtue of that blood. Such a basis for classifying a group was susceptible to several problems: it is prone to irrational prejudice; it may be demonstrably false as to the aggregate even if plausible; and it may be false as to the individual even if it is true on average. The error with respect to the Japanese foreign nationals, who were barred from naturalization on the ground they were not “free white persons,” was to treat them differently than German and Italian foreign nationals (a relatively low number of whom were incarcerated).

Hence the lead opinion in Korematsu, by extrapolating from generalizations about race or ethnicity to behavior or potential conduct, erred by being both over-inclusive and under-inclusive. It was over-inclusive by condemning many Japanese Americans concededly loyal to the United States. It was under-inclusive by failing to capture many non-Japanese Americans who genuinely posed a threat to the United States. Race and ethnicity were deployed as proxies for behavior and conduct, and the nexus was illusory.

TenBroek and Tussman’s style of reasoning was as elegant as a geometric...
proof, and given that it was an abstract attack on the use of discriminatory
classificatory schemes, it could be extended with minor modification to vir-
tually all implementations of discrimination, as they are perforce dependent
on some sort of a classificatory scheme as a foundation. 25

Although tenBroek and Tussman were arguing against the Supreme
Court’s three split opinions upholding official government policies, 26 they
may be said to have triumphed ultimately. The three branches of the federal
government have since spoken in unison: the Supreme Court has disap-
proved of its prior outcome in terms that are as explicit as possible without
technically overruling the decisions, 27 Congress has enacted legislation to
distribute monetary redress to those affected, 28 and Presidents of both politi-
cal parties have apologized for the incarceration. 29 Public opinion by and
large has settled against the precedent. 30

There are, undoubtedly, ongoing disagreements about what constitutes
sameness or similarity of status, and, correspondingly, what constitutes
sameness or similarity of policy. They play out, however, within the basic
framework of “strict scrutiny” judicial review without threatening it. 31 The
consensus position within race jurisprudence is the theory of color-
blindness. 32

The second school of thought is based on multiculturalism. 33 It is in-
creasingly influential in academic discourse despite its marked lack of suc-
cess in changing legal formalism. 34 Its central proposition is that, insofar as
they do not infringe upon others, communities ought to be tolerated, perhaps
respected, possibly even encouraged, for their meaningful differences from
what the majority may take for granted as natural, proper, and the default.
One might worry that this pluralism is merely a response to assimilation,
whether coercive or voluntary, but its history belies the notion that it is reactionary or defensive. Some of its content, it is true, derives from the critique of assimilation, including the skeptical observation that assimilation is inescapably oriented toward a model, and that model is patently culturally specific even though it is presented in sincerity as a universal ideal. It requires a certain privilege to confuse the culturally specific for the universal ideal—to everyone else the oversight is plain.

Alongside the calls for assimilation, embraced by public and corporate Americanization and “melting pot” programs in the early twentieth century, there were exhortations no less enthusiastic, and in some sense more visceral, for preservation of discrete traditions for their own sake, because they were rich, sustaining, and unique. Many writers, such as Horace Kallen, were concerned with responding to anti-Semitism and ensuring Judaism would be able to flourish without being overwhelmed by its surroundings. Other advocates who espoused the same philosophy over time have included black nationalists, neo-Confederate partisans, and white ethnic Catholics, usually without acknowledging the parallels among their perspectives.

Beyond race, religion, and culture, the dichotomy between these schools of thought emerges in feminism; the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) rights movement; and the disability rights movement. In its other guises, it is the argument between the conviction that women can become identical to men, and the resistance to the dictate that they resemble men, or the aspiration for same-sex couples to mimic male-female couples, and the celebration of a “queer” sensibility. It is embodied by the disabled


43 Compare Andrew Sullivan, Virtually Normal (1996) (arguing for gay rights using an assimilationist model), with Michael Warner, The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Polit-
person who constantly strives to overcome her condition, versus the individual who insists she must be taken as is. The multiculturalist position has been explicated repeatedly and persuasively, gaining respectability in popular culture and academic writing. Still, this position has been rejected as a basis for legal doctrine more than it has been accepted, and is often dismissed as the so-called “cultural defense” which simply attempts to excuse criminal behavior on the basis of cultural difference.

The assimilationist versus multiculturalist dialogue is often cast as a dilemma for liberals who must choose between respecting the group and respecting the individual. Honoring the group means acquiescing to the mistreatment of a member of the group; protecting that individual entails denigrating the group. The example that is frequently used is that of immigrant communities and domestic violence, where the male aggressor invokes an ostensibly traditional understanding of gender roles.

This problem is not what it appears to be. It is a false dilemma. The distinctions between assimilation and multiculturalism might become important in rare circumstances, but it facilitates our discussions to discern their illusory quality as applied in most contexts. The assimilationist model is thin; it has logical rigor. The multiculturalist model is thick; it has emotional appeal.

III. DEFINING EQUALITY FOR PENG SONG

The case of Peng Song is ideal for this exercise. Throughout, Song’s story was portrayed as demonstrating disrespect for difference. Indeed, the very elements that made Song sympathetic made him stereotypic as well: he was definitely foreign and vaguely exotic, evidently beholden to ancestor-
worshipping superstition. His earnest display of filial piety which would have been honored as highly virtuous in a traditional Chinese context is all the same antithetical to Western liberalism. To rational minds, the very belief that burning goods in the real world would convey them to the spirit world, even metaphorically, seems absurd. The more reverential the act, the more easily is the actor mocked.

For those who would defend him, the implicit line of thought was as follows: Song acted as he did as a manifestation of his identity; his identity is rooted in race, religion, and culture; his race, religion, and culture all have a subordinate, minority status within the environment. If the dominant majority and subordinated minorities received equal treatment as defined by the multiculturalist model, decision-makers would either excuse Song’s behavior or call it justified. The issue is joined, then: must/should everyone, including members of a subordinated minority group, conform their conduct to the decrees that have been promulgated by the dominant majority without invidious purpose, or is it proper to carve out an exception?

As a result, whether the practice is authentically a product of race, religion, and culture becomes a key empirical inquiry. Of course, race, religion, and culture correlate poorly and are legally distinct—Asian Americans, for example, are heavily represented among evangelical Christians—but for present purposes it is sufficient to group them together as socially-constructed aspects of individual identity. After all, even those who would allow any dispensation here presumably would impose the prerequisite that the act at issue in fact be traceable to race, religion, and culture. It cannot be a pretense or sham. That test is satisfied in the Song case, and there has been no suggestion that it was not.

Among Chinese peoples in China, integral to their patterns of mourning, the living are to provide the dead with vital goods, whether money, household furnishings, clothing, or miscellaneous personal belongings. Ghosts need these items in the afterlife, and they will put them to good use.


52 See generally Janet Lee Scott, For Gods, Ghost and Ancestors: The Chinese Tradition of Paper Offerings (2007); see also Sue Fawn Chung & Priscilla Wagers, Chinese American Death Rituals: Respecting the Ancestors (2005); Nicholas Standaert, The Interweaving of Rituals: Funerals in the Cultural Exchange Be
The objects take the shape of simulacra of varying degrees of detail and expense. They are commercially manufactured so as to be on hand for consumers, much as flowers would be. Money, for example, might become a gilded box resembling a gold bar. Everything is transmitted via fire. The neglect of this obligation would reflect poorly on the living descendents and the dead ancestor. It would humiliate the spirits and leave them impoverished.

There is, though, an alternative conception of the dilemma. It turned out, as Song prepared to defend himself, that there were various other students who had also set fires in the dormitories, but who were not prosecuted at all. Their fires, like Song’s, presented risks but did not ultimately cause physical injury or property damage. Their fires, like Song’s, had not been authorized. Their motivations, like Song’s, were stereotypical.

But what was crucial is that their motivations, quite unlike Song’s, matched an image of the middle-class undergraduate that the majority would deem ordinary. The other students had celebrated birthdays with cakes decorated with lit candles; they had burned incense; they had smoked marijuana, which of course is in itself a criminal act. Whatever else an observer might have had to say about these incidents, she would not remark that she was surprised in any event.

There is not enough information in the record to ascertain whether the other students who set fires happened to be, like Song, Asian in descent. Even if some of them were, the acts would not be attributed to their Asian-ness. It is improbable, albeit conceivable, that someone other than an Asian would make a funerary offering through fire. Any such individual would be aberrational and not representative.

Yet, markedly unlike Song, his peers had not been prosecuted for their deeds. They certainly could have been. The regulation that applied to Song applied to them by its own terms. It is a strict liability provision, and it does not matter what mens rea any actor may have had.

If Song’s identity cannot help him, neither should it harm him. Without race, religion, and culture, the fire of the funerary offering and the fires of the birthday candles, incense, and marijuana are all the same—a disaster could start from the flames of any of those sources. If Song should be prosecuted, others should be prosecuted too. It is difficult to imagine the prosecu-
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53 See Scott, supra note 52, at 20-25.
54 Id. at 103-12.
55 Telephone interview with Kelly Flint, Counsel for Peng Song (Sept. 11, 2008) (on file with author) [hereinafter Flint interview]; see also First Amended Motion to Dismiss and Affidavit in Support, People v. Song, No. 08-0286 (Mich. Dist. Ct. Sept. 11, 2008).
56 Flint interview, supra note 55.
tion of a college student who had enjoyed a birthday cake with lit candles, even if a mishap had ensued. The community reaction would be too negative. If a jury trial were held (not likely unless the most serious charges were brought), perhaps jury nullification would result.58 Such an outcome would reflect a racialized cultural norm, but it would pass without notice, because the racialized cultural norm happens to be the majority norm. That is, a birthday cake with lit candles falls squarely within common practice, certainly in modern America.

In other words, a case that has all the features of a multiculturalist claim conceals within it an assimilationist claim.59 It is only standing in isolation, as a single case, that a defendant such as Song must resort to the multiculturalist defense, invoking his identity. Otherwise, a person such as Song is protected by the assimilationist assumption that his identity is immaterial. Up until then, it follows that whether Song belonged to a subordinated minority group is insignificant. If the government provided equal treatment as defined by the assimilationist model, people who are similarly situated would have to be similarly treated, such that either all of the students who set fire should have been prosecuted or none of them.

Practical considerations may intervene, counseling against an absolute rule, but at least the approximate rule remains that racial considerations must not interfere with the choices about punishment. The contemporary consensus is that invidious racial motivations should not determine governmental decisions. Even those who are unsympathetic in general to allegations of racial discrimination presumably would agree.60

The selection of multiculturalism over assimilation generates more than theoretical consequences. It may well be legally dispositive. The multiculturalist approach relies on case law that is developing; the assimilationist approach is well-established. The multiculturalist approach focuses on the accused party and her community; the assimilationist approach focuses on

58 Jury nullification, wherein a jury chooses to disregard evidence or the law and “acquits an otherwise guilty defendant, because the jury objects to the law the defendant violated or the application of that law to the defendant,” has been a prominent topic of discussion since the O.J. Simpson acquittal. The leading article is Paul Butler, Racially Based Jury Nullification: Black Power in the Criminal Justice System, 105 YALE L.J. 677, 700 (1995).

59 Song’s dilemma could be likened to one of the great Greek dramas. In the story of Antigone, as told in Sophocles’s Oedipus trilogy, the heroine must choose between the law of the land (prohibiting her from burying her brother) and family obligation (requiring her to do so). See SOPHOCLES, THE OEDIPUS CYCLE: OEDIPUS REX, OEDIPUS AT COLONUS, ANTIGONE 186-252 (Dudley Fitts & Robert Fitzgerald trans., 1949).

60 Under even the current black-letter doctrine, it would be unlawful for a prosecutor to pursue prosecutions that were explicitly premised on race; in such a hypothetical instance of open discrimination, the problems of proof that have impaired previous constitutional claims of discrimination would be overcome. See United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 464-65 (1996) (holding that to establish discriminatory effect of prosecution based on race, defendants would need to demonstrate that members of other races could have been prosecuted for similar crimes but were not); see also ANGELA Y. DAVIS, ARBITRARY JUSTICE: THE POWER OF THE AMERICAN PROSECUTOR 186-93 (2007); RANDALL KENNEDY, RACE, CRIME, AND THE LAW 311 (1998).
the state and its officials. There are also benefits to the multiculturalist approach. The facts may be easier to investigate and prove, and they are limited to the case at bar. There may be no quarrel that the actor was compelled by essential traits in her identity, and that her identity diverges from the majority culture. By contrast, with the assimilationist approach, it is necessary to refer to other cases to set the baseline and the very point is that those cases did not materialize. The problem of proof may be insurmountable.

In the multiculturalist debate, the assimilationist’s contention is that there should not be recognition of exceptions, and her arguments may be taken at face value. In the assimilationist debate, the multiculturalist might once have openly defended disparate measures, but more likely now admits that disparities are wrong but denies that they exist. In either instance, if the challenge is to the subtle evils of structural disparities and unconscious prejudices, those who judge are embedded in the structure itself and subject to the same implicit bias.61

Most damning of all for multiculturalism, it is reversing cause and effect. The party that has been injured because of race, religion, or culture becomes the party that has broached the subject. It is not the initial act of racial discrimination that becomes the transgression, but its calling out. The attitude of Plessy v. Ferguson62 persists. In upholding de jure racial segregation between whites and blacks, the majority exemplified the maneuver of imputing racial subordination to the disadvantaged:

We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff’s argument to consist in the assumption that the enforced separation of the two races stamps the colored race with a badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not by reason of anything found in the act, but solely because the colored race chooses to put that construction upon it.63

The rub is that the assimilationist and the multiculturalist approaches are not equal. The title of “defendant” highlights the obvious: these individuals find themselves in the position of defending themselves, typically involuntarily as they have not set out to make a point except in the rare test case. They may opt for the multiculturalist approach over the assimilationist approach not due to ideology, but because the former is tactically superior to the latter. Neither is very attractive under the case law, but a defendant must seize any modest improvement of her prospects. The abiding hope is that

62 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
63 Id. at 551.
people who would oppress others due to presumptions about differences will turn out to be more welcoming of others after they have struggled to make themselves the same.

The multiculturalist approach, at least the variation with a religious foundation, has garnered some support recently. After the Supreme Court decided *Employment Division v. Smith*, 64 which held that the government may enact laws of general applicability as long as the burden on religious practices does not run afoul of the Free Exercise Clause, 65 Congress passed the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) of 1993, which prohibited the government from imposing a substantial burden on a person’s religion unless it demonstrates that that is the least restrictive means of pursuing a compelling state interest. 66 Additional litigation has since curtailed the scope of RFRA, limiting its reach to the federal government. 67 Multiculturalism has not, however, been adopted beyond RFRA.

The assimilationist approach, meanwhile, is impaired by the requirement of intent to discriminate. The equal protection of the laws is guaranteed, but it cannot be enforced. In *Washington v. Davis*, 68 the Supreme Court held that laws with racially discriminatory effects can be constitutional if there is no discriminatory intent. 69 Using similar reasoning, the Supreme Court held in *United States v. Armstrong* 70 that selective prosecution claims will only prevail if the defendant can prove both discriminatory effect and discriminatory intent. 71 Chief Justice William Rehnquist, writing for the majority, held that prosecutorial decisions would be presumed to be fair, and claims to the contrary would be evaluated by a higher standard. 72

Only in *Yick Wo v. Hopkins*, 73 when the Justices were moved by the egregious official conduct to create the “as applied” constitutional challenge, did the Court hold disparate treatment cognizable. 74 There, San Fran-
cisco used a facially neutral regulation of laundries to force the Chinese-owned stores out of business. Otherwise, as Justice Antonin Scalia has highlighted with erudition but no lamentation, successful claims of selective prosecution are “a rara avis” (a rare bird).75

There are few precedents allowing selective prosecution claims to be considered. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, which includes Michigan, permitted a case to proceed into the discovery phase in United States v. Jones,76 on “a prima facie case of discriminatory intent.”77 The court was willing to infer racial animus from the actions of the police officers in the case. During the arrest of the African American suspect, the officers wore t-shirts that bragged about their apprehension of him. While the suspect was awaiting trial, they mailed to him a postcard depicting a black woman wearing bananas on her head, and included a handwritten message about an officer’s vacation and made allusions to the defendant’s prospects of “going to jail for a long time.”78 The officers did not do the same in other cases, and their explanations were dismissed as incredible.79

The effects of selective prosecution are multiplied because of the symbolic functions of the criminal law.80 Those intangible functions weigh even more heavily in cases such as Song’s, when there has been neither injury nor damage and there is little need for deterrence. The expressive value of the criminal prosecution is virtually all there is to it. The decision to pursue Song sends a message to everyone who views herself as similar to Song. It communicates who is in charge and who is not, who belongs and who does not, to whom the government belongs and to whom it does not. Hostility toward Song would exacerbate the situation, but its absence hardly gives solace. It is the converse of the hate crime that is not acknowledged as such.81

On the eve of trial, after the leading newspaper of the metropolitan area ran a column about the case,82 Song was offered a plea bargain. He took it and entered a plea of nolo contendre.83

76 159 F.3d 969 (6th Cir. 1998).
77 Id. at 977.
78 Id. at 975.
79 See id. at 977.
81 Id. at 167-69.
82 See Berman, supra note 15.
IV. CONCLUSION

Framing is critical. Volumes are written on the subject.84 Much of the first year of law school, the training of novice advocates, is dedicated to the art of asking the right question, with the confidence that it leads to the best answer.85 On the subjects of race, religion, and culture, the imperative becomes all the more pressing thanks to history, controversy, and self-interest.

Framing determines what is action and what is reaction, and from that, what is neutral and what is partial. The Song case shows how these frames operate. In the Jena Six controversy, the same framing problem recurs. It can be described as a case of special pleading or equal treatment. The African American students confront the same choice. They may emphasize their difference or their sameness. The chronological framing of the case is critical. If “the case” is defined as beginning with the history of white racism toward African Americans within the area, then it becomes apparent that it is whites, not African Americans, who have invoked race as an initial matter, and in an invidious manner. But if “the case” is defined as beginning with an assault on whites by African Americans, of course it then appears that African Americans, rather than whites, have acted on the basis of racial impulses.

There have been and will be cases in which an aggrieved party wishes to express that she is being subjected to an injustice due to her particular identity not being taken into account. Nevertheless, it is important to distinguish such scenario from the more regular occurrence of a party who falls back to such a claim only after judging that there will be scant sympathy for the claim that she deserves to be held to universal standards, a claim she would make if it stood any chance of success. The elision is understandable. The one claim is transformed into the other claim, even without notice. But

84 George Lakoff has been the most influential public intellectual arguing that progressives must reframe political discourse. See GEORGE LAKOFF, THINKING POINTS: COMMUNICATING OUR AMERICAN VALUES AND VISION (2006); GEORGE LAKOFF, DON’T THINK OF AN ELEPHANT: KNOW YOUR VALUES AND FRAME THE DEBATE (2004); GEORGE LAKOFF, MORAL POLITICS: HOW LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES THINK (2002); GEORGE LAKOFF, MORAL POLITICS: WHAT CONSERVATIVES KNOW THAT LIBERALS DON’T (1997); see also Gary Blasi & John T. Jost, System Justification Theory and Research: Implications for Law, Legal Advocacy, and Social Justice, 94 CAL. L. REV. 1119, 1126 (2006).

it weakens both categories of claims and creates backlash. Our ideals of a diverse democracy require us to adopt a broader frame in addressing allegations of racial, religious, or cultural inequality.